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Summary Shark is a network file system de-
signed to support higly distributed applications.
Instead of manually replicating program files the
user can put a distributed application and its en-
tire run-time environment in an exported file sys-
tem, and then simply execute the program directly
from the file system on all peers.

The authors of this paper pretend that Shark
scales to large numbers of clients using a locality-
aware cooperative cache. When a peer wants to
read an uncached file, the Shark client avoids trans-
ferring the file or even chunks of the file from the
server, if the same data can be fetched from another
(preferably nearby) peer. For world-readable files,
peers will download nearby cached copies of iden-
tical files (or file chunks) originating from different
servers.

Shark uses Coral, a locality-aware, peer-to-
peer distributed index in order to coordinate peer
caching. Shark peers form self-organizing clusters
of well-connected machines. When multiple peers
try to read the same data, these peers locate nearby
replicas and download from each other in parallel.
According to the authors, Shark is able to turn a
simple file server into a scalable server that can
serve up to hundreds or even thousands of clients
(doing mostly read access).

Top 3 contributions Here are some important
contributions described in this paper:

• Improved performance over traditional net-
work file system: Shark exports a traditional
file system interface while providing compet-
itive performance on the LAN and yet easily
scaling to many clients in the wide area. For
shared read-heavy workload in the wide area
Shark is able to reduce greatly the server load,
to improve clients latency and to reduce server
bandwidth usage.

• Locality optimized cooperative caching : a client
tries to download chunks from multiple prox-
ies in parallel using some file attributes and
tokens. If no proxy is caching a particular
chunk, then the chunk is downloaded from the
server. Locality optimized caching is achieved
by forming self-organizing clusters of well-
connected machines. Shark also ensures files
consistency using cryptographic hash opera-
tions.

• Clever chunking method : Shark can leverage
file commonalities. Shark sets chunk bound-
aries based on files content and not on offset
position. This avoids sensitivity to file-length
changes.

Most glaring problems Some issues need to be
mentionned:

• Shark is designed only as a shared read-heavy
system. Write operations are not efficient.

• In a purely cryptographic point of view reusing
encryption key is never a good idea.

Implications for distributed systems Shark
is very a interesting distributed application that
combines the best of two neighbor world: network
file system and peer-to-peer systems, so that Shark
is able to locate efficiently nearby copies of data
using a distributed index.
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